Off the Cuff

Surviving and thriving
MY TOP 8 TAKEAWAYS FOR MY POST-SOM LIFE
by Noelle San Jose

S

ince completing the MBA program in December, I’ve often looked back at my “key takeaways” that I was
frequently asked to write down in the last 10 minutes of class. These takeaways have gone from theoretical
“aha” moments in the classroom to real-life survival techniques. Going from full-time student to full-time
manager is a transition that I am still reeling from, especially because my position is new to the company. It’s easy
to feel impostor syndrome, out of place, and lonely. Luckily though, I have a Simmons MBA, which provided the
necessary tools to navigate this transition, harness my power, stay grounded, and make an impact. The following
is my “Top 8” for surviving (and thriving) in my post-SOM life.
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CHALLENGE
YOURSELF: Growth

often happens through
adversity, vulnerability,
and change; when we
are pushed out of our
comfort zones, we are
able to further define
who we are and what
we want out of life.
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CREATE A COALITION
OF SUPPORT: A strong

BE OPEN TO CRITICISM:

Like putting yourself in challenging situations, criticism can be
difficult to take but can ultimately
strengthen your ideas by exposing
opportunities for improvement.
The faster you can metabolize
feedback into actionable change,
the easier it’ll be for you to bounce
back and move forward.

SPEAK UP: Not only
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TAKE THE TIME TO
REFLECT: In our busy

lives, we rarely take the
time to pause and think,
but these moments
of quiet self-reflection
provide so much insight
into our emotions,
motivations, and fears;
acknowledging these
things allows us to take
ownership of our feelings
and bring our whole, true
selves into the world.
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network of supportive allies
can make all the difference
when we are feeling down or
are unsure of our next move;
friendships with those who
know our strengths, pasts,
and aspirations can often
build us back up when times
are tough.

DO THE RIGHT THING:

There will always be people who
doubt you, question your decisions, and push back; but doing
the right thing will justify your
decision.
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NEVER STOP
LEARNING: Whether

it’s a formal skill, subject
matter, slang term, or
learning something introspective about yourself,
don’t ever be satisfied
with the knowledge you
have; there’s always room
to learn more and gain a
different perspective or
frame of thinking!

BE KIND TO YOURSELF: Life doesn’t give
extra credit taking for on more than you can
handle, or sacrificing any part of yourself for others
(or for work); we can often be our own worst critic
and while it’s one thing to challenge yourself for the
sake of growth, it’s another thing to sacrifice your
health or happiness in the name of expectations,
deadlines, or other people. Be your own advocate
and allow yourself to take some time for yourself,
to enjoy life, and appreciate who you are.
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do we need to practice
using our voice, we need
to appreciate that we are
fortunate enough to live and
work in a context that it is
our right; when you speak
up, you aren’t doing it just
for yourself, but for so many
others that are unable to be
where you are.
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